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Ampified Resource Group (ARG) was started on the principle that working together with colleagues�
will improve the performance of the individual.   We have developed a system of outcomes�
measurements that each member can use to benchmark the performance of their clinic against the�
total membership of ARG in an anonymous manner.  This allows the individual member to determine�
areas of strength and areas of opportunity for growth.�

Once the needs are identified, the members will have access to other members who serve as mentors/�
consultants to assist the member in the attainment of those goals.  The members who do the�
consulting are members of the ARG advisory board.  These are individuals who are very well known in�
audiology and otolaryngology and are in most cases still involved in day to day clinic operations.�

To further assist our members, ARG has partnered with top hearing aid manufacturers as well other�
partners who provide the membership with other products and services to help maximize the financial�
performance of member practices.�

At ARG, we believe our role is not to tell you how to run your business but rather to provide you with�
information and products that allow you to make choices that will get the very best out of your�
business.  Your practice, your choice.�

Richard Jackson is the Managing Director of�
Amplified Resource Group.  He has spent the past 15�
years in the hearing health care industry.  He is the�
former President/CEO of GN ReSound and the past�
Vice President of Sales and Professional Training at�
Widex USA.�

Prior to joining the hearing industry, Richard spent�
10 years in the medical device industry and is very�
experienced in the merger and acquisition of�
physician groups.  This gives him a unique insight�
into the ENT and Audiology space.�

Richard has a BA from the University of Texas at�
Austin and an MBA from the University of California.�

Principals�

About ARG�

Ken Payne is a Partner and Director of Amplified�
Resource Group.  Ken has held various executive roles�
during his 18 years in the hearing industry. �

Most recently Ken was an Area Director of Sales at�
Widex USA and a Regional Vice President of Sales at�
Unitron.  He was also the National Sales Manager at�
Sonic Innovations.�

Ken has a long history of working with and managing�
audiologists and understands what it takes to be a�
successful hearing health provider.�

Ken received his BBA from The University of Texas at�
Austin and his MBA from The University of Houston.�



q� Purchase hearing aids�
through ARG and receive�
competitive pricing from�
multiple manufacturers.�

q� Receive special pricing�
from several labs for�
custom molds and other�
accessories.�

q� Receive member discounts�
with marketing services�
companies to keep�
marketing plans fresh and�
relevant.�

q� Choose from our many�
vendor services at member�
discounts.�

q� Custom monthly statement�
that includes all purchases�
from all manufacturers.�

q� Customer portal that allows�
real-time viewing of�
statements 24/7.�

q� Ability to make electronic�
payments at any time�
during the month.�

q� Customer training via�
webinar to get  acclimated�
to the billing software.�

q� Software/AP-based�
measurement system.�

q� Each practice can measure�
themselves against the group�
data to analyze performance.�

q� Data will uncover areas of�
need and the group's mentors�
will assist with improvement�
in those areas.�

q� The mentoring is offered to�
our eligible members at no�
charge.�

Services�
At Amplified Resource Group (ARG) we offer a variety of unique services to help�
make running your practice easier, maximizing your financial performance.  We�
believe that our role is to offer you as many solutions as possible so you are free to�
make the choices that will allow you to exceed your financial goals.�

One Stop Shopping� Centralized Billing� Outcomes Measurements�

Amplified Resource Group is founded on one principle - Your Practice, Your Choice.�

Our goal is to help you make the best choices to ensure your success by offering�
excellent pricing on the products and services you want in your practice.�

We also offer consulting from hearing health experts who have practical experience�
running audiology clinics and otolaryngology practices.�

Our commitment is that we will provide you with options to maximize the financial�
performance of your practice.�
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